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2 PTS system

1 Introduction

Production Test Suite (PTS) is the environment designed for the function-
ality tests of boards at the manufacturing site, right after production. It
assures that boards comply with a minimum set of quality rules in terms of
soldering, mounting and PCB fabrication process.

This document contains information about the hardware of the CONV-
TTL-RS485 PTS.

Additional documentation

• CONV-TTL-RS485 User Guide [1]

• CONV-TTL-RS485 HDL Guide [2]

• CONV-TTL-RS485 PTS User Guide [3]

• CONV-TTL-RS485 PTS HDL Guide [4]

2 PTS system

The PTS system (Figure 1) is contained within a rack containing an ELMA
crate, the laptop with the PTS software installed on it and all other acces-
sories necessary for running tests. More information about the PTS system
can be found in [3].
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Figure 1: PTS System

The ELMA crate within the PTS contains a system monitor (SysMon)
board that monitors voltage levels, temperatures and controls fan speeds for
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3 RS485 tester

the crate fans. The crate can be accessed via Telnet to send commands to
the VME boards inside the crate.

The CONV-TTL-RS485 is placed on a VME slot within the ELMA crate.
The PTS firmware uses hardware on the CONV-TTL-RS485 board to test
the board itself. The SysMon will control the CONV-TTL-RS485 via the
I2C lines on the VME P1 connector to run the tests.

In order to test the RS-485 conversion capabilities of the CONV-TTL-
RS485, a CONV-TTL-RTM-RS485 card together with a couple of RS485
tester cards are needed. The RS485 tester cards mount on the CONV-TTL-
RTM-RS485 and are controlled by gateware to loop RS-485 output pulses
on a channel back to that channel’s input. For more information on how
these connections are made, see the next section.

3 RS485 tester

The RS485 tester board is used to loop back signals relevant in the RS-
485 pulse test. Each RS485 tester card is capable of handling three sepa-
rate channels on the CONV-TTL-RS485 system. Using two of these cards
mounted on the front panel of CONV-TTL-RTM-RS485 cards in conjunc-
tion with gateware on the CONV-TTL-RS485 FPGA, both the CONV-
TTL-RS485 front module (FM) cards and the CONV-TTL-RTM-RS485 rear
transition module (RTM) cards can be tested.

The RS485 tester uses MAX14778 differential multiplexers [5] to make
the loopback connections under gateware control. Control is exerted by
means of four Lemo 00 cables, which should be connected from the FM’s
INV-TTL outputs to the dedicated Lemo 00 connectors on the RS485 tester.
For proper connection of each cable between FM and RTM, the cables should
be labeled with colored labels as shown in Table 1. The gateware will drive
the INV-TTL outputs as shown in Table 2 to control these lines and perform
the testing.

Table 1: Control signals on the RS485 tester
Signal Label color Marking Description

VCC Blue BLU 3 V power connection from the
CONV-TTL-RS485 to the RS485
tester

EN Green GRN Output enable signal for the
MAX14778 multiplexers

S0 Red RED Bit 0 of selection line for the
MAX14778 multiplexers

S1 Yellow YEL Bit 1 of selection line for the
MAX14778 multiplexers
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3 RS485 tester

Table 2: Control signals from front to rear-transition module
Signal Label color Marking INV-TTL output

VCC Blue BLU Channel A
EN Green GRN Channel B
S0 Red RED Channel C
S1 Yellow YEL Channel B

Table 3: Loopback connections via the RS485 tester on each channel
TSTCS1 TSTCS0 Connection

0 0 Failsafe – both P and N lines logic high
0 1 Output 3 to input
1 0 Output 2 to input
1 1 Output 1 to input

Finally, with the proper connections in place as shown in Table 2, the
loopbacks performed by the RS485 tester as a function of the multiplexer
selection lines are shown in Table 3.

The full schematics of the RS485 tester can be found here:
http://www.ohwr.org/attachments/download/3705/rs485-tester_sch.pdf

3.1 Assembling the RS485 tester

The following items are needed to assemble one RS485 tester card:

• the connection board – provides the connections in Table 3

• the support board – provides a mechanical support for the Lemo 0S
patch-panel connectors used to connect to the RTM, as well as acting
as a common voltage reference plane for the shields of these connectors

• 3x MAX14778 differential multiplexers

• 9x 1 µF 0603 SMD capacitors

• 4x Lemo EPA.00 straight plugs

• 6x 510 Ω through-hole resistors

• 12x Lemo FAA.0S.302.CLA connectors

• 3x M2.5 long (> 20 mm) screws

• 3x M2.5 long (> 10 mm) standoffs

• 3x M2.5 hexagonal nuts
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3 RS485 tester

Follow this procedure in order to assemble the RS485 tester card:

1. Mount the three MAX14778 multiplexers on their pads:

2. Mount their decoupling capacitors on the other side of the card:

3. Mount the four Lemo 00 straight plugs on their designated places:
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3 RS485 tester

4. Cut the legs off resistors and mount them on the top side of the con-
nection board, opposite the multiplexers, on input pins (I1, I2, I3)

5. Use the cut legs of the resistors or similarly thick metal contacts to
make the output connections (Ox1, Ox2, Ox3)

6. On the support board, place the 12 Lemo FAA.0S.302.CLA connec-
tors as shown by the silkscreen on the connection board
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3 RS485 tester

7. Fix the Lemo 0S connectors to the support board using their provided
nuts

8. Fix the support board and the connection boards together using long
M2.5 screws, standoffs between the cards and nuts; make sure you
mount them with matching bents in the boards
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9. Finally, connect the inputs (resistors) and outputs (metal contacts)
between the support and connection boards
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